TEN THOUSAND STEGIOGRAPHERS
Wanted by The Government.

T. H. Cadleton & Co.
Marion, Ky.

PLAN TO STOP WASTE IN EGGS

Ostracize and Egg Stealers to Cooperate with the Food Administration.

HOPE TO SAVe $50,000,000

REGIONS WHERE FRESH EGGS ARE FUGLY for Those Fit for Human Consumption.

C. A. Adams
Marion
Sells the Champion Cream Saver

THE NEW DE LAVAL

A New Device in Dairy Management

L. F. WATERS

Robertson-Pettit Company,
Incorporated,
Lexington, Ky.

GET LEATHER FROM SHARKS

Leather of Sharks is Government Issue, Promised for Industry.

FEASTS OF The Best Quality

W. R. H. Lest, Inc.

L. F. WATERS

T. H. Cadleton & Co.
Marion, Ky.
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Hughes Chhill Tonic

A New Tonic That is Different

Better than Cabinet and Doctor's
Contains no arsenic

GREAT MAES OF PROOF

Support of the Assent of Wisdom, Today gives a New Tonic for Tonic

W.R.H. Lest, Inc.
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Now In Marion
and We've Got It!

We are taking this big space to let the people of Marion and community know that we have secured Via Hepatica, the great Universal System Purifier and Tonic, and we now have it in our store ready for immediate delivery.

We know what Via Hepatica is. We know what it is made of. It is not a patent nostrum, but a real medicine for the disorders of the stomach, liver, kidney, bowels, nervousness and general run down condition.

This great Nature medicine is a combination of eight of the finest herb remedies known to medical science, medicines that have been extracted from the best known medicinal plants, roots, herbs, seeds and berries, compounded with all the skill and care of a physician's prescription. There is not a bit of medicine in it. The names of the ingredients are poultry and farce on the package, so you can see just what you are taking. They are remedies that have been known and used for centuries by the medical profession and freely prescribed today by the best physicians the world over.

There is no question about us being a reliable medicine for anyone who will and can run down, nervous, indigestions, constipation, disorders of the stomach, liver, kidneys or bowels. We stand right back up with our reputation for handling big business, quite as much as we can.

We want to come in and ask us about it taste it and see for yourself how pleasant it is. You'll like it and it will do you good.

J. H. Orme, Marion, Ky.

The Text is incomplete as the content beyond this point is unclear or illegible. It appears to discuss a political matter involving a person named Orme, who is possibly involved in a political or legal dispute.

Americans Tell Verdict Horrors
College Students Who Drive Ambulances Win Honors Before Ex-Pres. Coolidge

Battered Veterans Return

One Volunteer Returns News Letter--Honors Veteran Students--Use "Hi"

New York--Of the American Legion's annual convention here, the final day, the session devoted to the return of veterans of the war, the Legion's national veterans' day, Thursday, was the outstanding feature of the day.

A victory parade down the streets of New York, with the Legionnaires marching to the strains of the national anthem, was the opening feature of the day. The parade was followed by the Legionnaires' annual veterans' day program, which was held at the Grand Opera House. The program was given a standing ovation by the audience.

The Legionnaires were given a standing ovation by the audience. The program was given a standing ovation by the audience.

The Legionnaires were given a standing ovation by the audience. The program was given a standing ovation by the audience.
A Soldier's Dream

When the dream has left his bed and the веселый тихий рассвет
When the moon and stars softly fall
From the window pane, it's time to rise
When the bird's song is heard above

The morning sun has risen, and the day begins
With a new hope, a new dream, a new chance to shine

The stars that once shone so bright
Are now only memories, and the days are filled with light

When the world is asleep, and the night is still
The dream of a soldier, a dream that will half

A Soldier's Dream

Middleway

The personal journey is a process, with Fanny Frew, from the vantage point of a young woman who has left her family to pursue her dreams.

Fanny Frew, a young woman from a small village in Scotland, has left her family to follow her dreams. She is a part of the Middleway project, a community of young people who are working towards a better future.

Middleway is a community of young people who are working towards a better future. They are committed to creating a sustainable community and are working towards a more just and equitable society.

Middleway is a community of young people who are working towards a better future. They are committed to creating a sustainable community and are working towards a more just and equitable society.

C. S. NAPP

Levias
The ice cream in the refrigerator is getting low, so I decided to make some more. I'm looking forward to enjoying a delicious sundae tonight.

C. S. NAPP

Cardiff

The Women's Textile

A large group of women are working on their sewing machines, creating beautiful garments. They are dedicated to their craft and take pride in their work.

The Women's Textile is a community of women who are working together to create beautiful garments. They are committed to creating high-quality products and are dedicated to their craft.

The Women's Textile is a community of women who are working together to create beautiful garments. They are committed to creating high-quality products and are dedicated to their craft.

A Soldier's Dream

When the dream has left his bed and the веселый тихий рассвет
When the moon and stars softly fall
From the window pane, it's time to rise
When the bird's song is heard above

The morning sun has risen, and the day begins
With a new hope, a new dream, a new chance to shine

The stars that once shone so bright
Are now only memories, and the days are filled with light

When the world is asleep, and the night is still
The dream of a soldier, a dream that will half

A Soldier's Dream
WHILE AT WAR

CHAPTER XV.

The summer afternoon had brought a sense of relief to the weary soldiers. The sun was high in the sky, casting long shadows across the battlefield. The sounds of battle had quieted, replaced by the soft rustling of leaves and the distant calls of birds. It was a moment of respite, a chance to reflect on the events that had brought them to this point.

As the soldiers sat in their foxholes, the air was thick with the smell of smoke and the acrid taste of gunpowder. The heat was oppressive, but it was a small price to pay for the freedom they had fought so hard to protect. The men were tired, but their spirits were high. They knew that they were making a difference, that their sacrifices were not in vain.

The cheers of the crowd had faded into the background, replaced by the steady rhythm of the drum. The men listened attentively, their eyes fixed on the speaker. They were eager to hear what the general had to say, to hear his words of encouragement and his plans for the future.

The general stood at the front of the line, his voice resounding through the camp. "Friends, " he began, "we have faced many challenges, but we have overcome them all. We have fought with courage and determination, and we will continue to do so until the end.

We have lost many brave men on this field of battle, but we will not forget them. Their memories will live on, inspiring us to keep fighting. We will not give up until the day we are free.

The battle is not over yet, but we are close to victory. We have the strength and the will to win, and we will. We will not back down until the war is over.

This is our chance to make a difference, to change the world. We have the power to do it, and we will. We will not give up until the day we are free.

We will not give up until the day we are free.

The men cheered, their voices echoing through the camp. They were ready to fight, to do whatever it took to ensure the future of their country. They knew that the battle was not over yet, but they were ready to face whatever came their way.

The general's words were a beacon of hope in the midst of the chaos. They were a reminder of the courage and determination that had brought them to this point. They were a promise of a brighter tomorrow. The men knew that they had the strength to overcome any obstacle, and they were ready to fight for their country.
Dr. Gilchrist

(Continued from last week.)
This Is That Wonderful Medicine

We told you we had gone after and secured the exclusive sales for this in section.

This picture shows the counter side of the new Vap-Hydrin, the Universal Steam Purifier, which we told you last week — and we stand back for the endorsement for, by now a model of the most modern and best of the latest medical laboratories in the United States, with all the rage and the physical reception. We know what it is and what it make is. It is in the production of eight machines from the medical arts, both as far as these offers and fabricates, whose products and equipment are here for us at the medical building for several days, and not so much for the scientific method of the monitor method as for the scientific method of the monitor method.

What Others Say

Mr. H. R. Hunter, of All Things Able, Nashville, Tenn.

"I received the小朋友s of the H. Y. D. Filter, and all of us, and I told you, Mr. Lippincott, we are just about to take it. We have this filter and we have not been to any show, but we have six machines, and we have当代 to talk about it. The H. Y. D. Filter has filtered the most successful and most efficient filter we have seen. "

Mr. C. M. Marshall, Turner, New York, Ga.

"I have not seen the picture yet, but I am going to take it. I am not going to any more now, and I don't want to." "

Mr. J. W. Bennett, Suwanee, Ga.

"We have not seen the medicine in the United States, but the H. Y. D. Filter is the most successful and the most efficient filter we have seen. We have not seen the medicine in the United States, but the H. Y. D. Filter is the most successful and the most efficient filter we have seen." "

Mr. W. J. Hunter, Tullahoma, Tenn.

"I have not seen the medicine in the United States, but the H. Y. D. Filter is the most successful and the most efficient filter we have seen. We have not seen the medicine in the United States, but the H. Y. D. Filter is the most successful and the most efficient filter we have seen." "

Mr. W. J. Hunter, Tullahoma, Tenn.

"I have not seen the medicine in the United States, but the H. Y. D. Filter is the most successful and the most efficient filter we have seen. We have not seen the medicine in the United States, but the H. Y. D. Filter is the most successful and the most efficient filter we have seen." "

Card From F. W. Parr

I feel very much surprised, by the showing of Lexington and Chattanooga, in your column in the L. I. D. Filter and electric filter, which I have the honor to congratulate the President of the Legislature, that I have been doing everything for the best interests of my people in these two towns.

Card From W. P. Parr

I am very much surprised that you have been doing everything for the best interests of my people in these two towns.

Winter Tourister Tickets

To the South, Southwest and Southwest via Illinois Central R. at greatly reduced fares.

Sold by
J. H. G. CRONE, Marion, Ky.

On account of the fear of an unlooked-for event, a strike by the Board of Health that no. of the next few months to be held in city until such time as the Board of Health has been rounded in a district. This is what orders that all children must be held here and no one allowed to come to this place.

Notice

CAYCE'S MEAT MARKET

Has on sale meats of all kinds, orders filled promptly. Your trade respected.

Phone No. 299.